Student Pledge Regarding Audio Recording of Class Lectures

Student Accessibility Resources has recommended that I, _________________________, be permitted to audio record certain class lectures as a form of academic accommodation for a disability. I have read and understand the conditions and limitations applying to audio recording lectures, and as a condition of using the accommodation of recording class lectures, I fully agree to the following requirements:

1. I will use recordings of class lectures solely for my personal study and preparation related to assignments.
2. I will not share recordings of class lectures with any other person or entity at any time, whether or not that person is in my class. The exception is if my professor requests a copy, I agree to comply immediately with that request.
3. I agree that I will not post or upload recordings of class lectures to any web or social media site, or share them with members of the media.
4. I am fully responsible for the safekeeping of my recording device.
5. I will not sell recordings of class lectures or seek to profit financially from them. I acknowledge that the recordings are the intellectual property of the professor, the use of which is governed by Trinity’s Policy of Academic Integrity.
6. I will destroy any recordings of class lectures when I no longer need them for my academic work, or at the end of each semester, whichever is sooner.
7. I will not record the voices of other students such as in a discussion session, only the voice of the lecturer, at the very front of the class.
8. I will manage the recording device in a way that does not disturb others or call attention to the fact that I am recording a lecture.
9. I understand that failure to abide by the requirements of this pledge may result in loss of permission to continue to record class lectures and that could bring other sanctions or legal ramifications.

Printed Name:

Signature:

Date:

Course(s):